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A method for spectral simulations in systems of very large dimensionality via semiclassical
molecular dynamics is introduced and applied to the spectroscopy of iodine isolated in solid Kr, as
a prototype of spectroscopy in condensed media in general. The method relies on constructing
quantum correlation functions,C(t), using initial value propagators which correspond to the zeroth-
and second-order approximations in stationary phase of the exact quantum propagator. The first is
used for treating modes with high thermal occupation numbers, the lattice modes, while the second
is used for treating the guest mode. The limits of validity of the bare propagators are tested vs exact
treatments of gas phase I2, and shown to be quite broad. The mixed order simulations are then used
to reproduce the structuredA→X emission, the structurelessB←X absorption, and the intensities
in resonant Raman~RR! progressions of matrix isolated I2, connecting spectroscopic observables to
molecular motions. Decompositions of the supersystem correlations into system and bath are used
to provide perspectives about condensed phase spectroscopy. The system correlation can be
regarded as the sampling function for the decaying bath correlation, which in turn is a summary of
the many-body dynamics. TheB←X absorption spectrum is determined by the coherent ballistic
motion of the excited state density: Upon stretching, I2 pushes the cage atoms out of overlap in
position density, andC(t) never recovers. Due to the compressive nature of the cage coordinate in
theA→X transition,C(t) decays more gently, after being sampled three times. RR spectra, which
are reproduced with adiabatic dynamics, sample the complete history of the many-body correlations,
however, due to the breadth in space-time of scattering into high overtones, the sampling is coarse
grained. The specific dynamics that controlC(t) cannot be described as dissipative. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!00647-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

That spectroscopy in condensed media is most natur
treated in terms of quantum correlation functions, has b
well entrenched in the literature on condensed ma
physics.1,2 The seminal review article by Gordon has perha
been the most influential in introducing the framework
systems of chemical interest,3 and in sowing the seeds o
time-dependent treatments of gas phase spectroscopy
‘‘semiclassical way to spectroscopy’’ of systems of low d
mensionality, spearheaded by Heller and co-workers.4,5 Ex-
act evaluation of quantum correlation functions in conden
media is not feasible, since the time-development of a qu
tum Hamiltonian of large dimensionality is not possible. T
proceed, a system–bath separation is made, in which
reduced dimensionality of the system affords a more rig
ous treatment of its dynamics, while the bath representing
other degrees of freedom is treated through abstractions
ful for various phenomenology. Where the conditions o
weak coupling between system and bath prevail, correla
functions can be pieced together as ensemble averaged
actions at short time and linear dissipation at longer tim
through the well refined tools of quantum dissipati
processes.6 By construct, the information content of suc
treatments remains limited to characterization of line sha
in terms of static~inhomogeneous! and dynamical~homoge-
10312 J. Chem. Phys. 105 (23), 15 December 1996 0021-9606/9
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neous! contributions. The artificial distinction between the
two contributions, which differ by their fluctuation tim
scales, can be eliminated in stochastic models that smoo
bridge the two limits.7–9Such treatments have been extend
to nonlinear spectroscopies, to Raman and beyond,10 through
multiple time correlation functions, as systematically dev
oped in the monograph by Mukamel.11 Such Brownian os-
cillator models have been implemented in simulations t
lend themselves to microscopic interpretations, as exem
fied in the recent treatment of fluorescence,12 resonant
Raman,13 and impulsive stimulated Raman14 spectra of I3

2 in
liquids. Moreover, the model is useful in codifying real-tim
observables in ultrafast spectroscopies, of which third-or
nonlinear spectroscopies represent the more important c
as recently outlined in a rather comprehensive review.15 The
formalism also connects time-resolved nonlinear sp
troscopies to solvent spectral densities,16 which in turn may
be extracted from molecular dynamics simulations, or fro
instantaneous normal mode analyses.17 In short, within the
framework of linear response theories, spectral observa
in condensed media can be related to quantum correla
functions of a system coupled to a bath, and then indire
related to molecular motions and forces.

Three fundamental aspects are less than satisfactor
the present state of treatments of condensed phase spe
copy, as described above. These are:~a! the requisite but
6/105(23)/10312/20/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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10313M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
artificial distinction between system and bath;~b! the indirect
connection between observables and the underlying mol
lar mechanics,~c! the necessary assumption of linear r
sponse in making such connections. The latter approxima
obviously hinges upon the assumption of small pertur
tions, which is not easily justified in the case of electron
transitions. Consider, for example, the dissociative excita
of a solute molecule in condensed phase. The early t
evolution of the system, which is solely responsible for t
frequency domain spectra, now might be dominated
highly nonlinear and specific molecular motions—proces
that cannot be contained in a language limited to dissipa
or averaged dynamics, and may not even be related to s
tral densities obtained from equilibrium configurations of t
solvent. Classical mechanics provides a more natural
guage for describing such nonlinear phenomena. The ne
quantitative reproduction of time domain spectral obse
ables in recent pump–probe studies of pho
dissociation/recombination,18 vibrational relaxation, and
electronic predissociation,19 in cryogenic matrices, serve a
our inspiration that a similar approach may be feasible
treating frequency domain spectra. While the core of s
treatments relies on solving coupled classical equation
motion for hundreds of particles, in simulating experimen
observables, quantum considerations are incorporated
plicitly through initial conditions and by taking appropria
ensemble averages.18–22 It is, for example, possible to ac
count for the coherence of the radiation fields~chirp! used in
the preparation and interrogation of nonstationary state
such classical simulations.22 Quite clearly, the molecular mo
tions that shape the time domain observables must also
termine the frequency domain spectra. Then, to the ex
that the nuclear motions can be represented by classica
namics, it should be possible to simulate spectra and to
terpret their features in terms of properly ‘‘dressed’’ molec
lar dynamics from which quantum many-body correlati
functions may be constructed. In this paper we present s
a treatment. The core of the approach relies on molec
dynamics, where no seperation between system and ba
required, and no assumption about linearity of dynamics
necessary. The formulation uses semiclassical propagato
constructing many-body correlations, and is closely rela
to methods advanced recently in treatments of gas ph
spectroscopy,23–27 and has already been suggested by C
and Voth as a possible means for describing quantum t
correlation functions in condensed media.28 We will special-
ize to the analysis of the spectroscopy of I2 isolated in rare
gas matrices, complementing the prior time domain stud
of the same, and enabling comparisons with both exp
ments and other theoretical treatments of this prototype.
should point out at the outset that this is a prototype of c
densed phase systems in general, not limited to matrices
the time scales of relevance, the dynamics of a guest/
system are the same as that of solute–solvent interaction
liquids, albeit of reduced configuration space. Moreover,
cryogenic temperatures provide a more demanding test
accurate representation of the quantum aspects of the un
lying dynamics.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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Our goal is to develop a direct connection between sp
troscopic observables and molecular dynamics bydescribing
the time evolution of the quantum many-body amplitud
while retaining the full description of the underlying nonlin
ear classical dynamics.The approach will be formally devel
oped. Here, we give an intuitively clear framework for th
development, by considering progressively refined injectio
of quantum mechanics in an otherwise classical simulat
To this end, consider as a target the familiar correlation fu
tion, C(t), which arises in linear spectroscopy

C~ t !5^c~r ;0!c~r ;t !&

5 K c~r ;0!E dr0k~r ,r0 ;t !c0~r0 ;0!L , ~1!

where r represents the vector of all position variables, a
the time evolution of the initial state, a canonical Boltzma
distribution at thermal equilibrium, is given by the propag
tor k(r0 ,r ,t).

29 In a strictly classical simulation, in which th
swarm of trajectories plays the role of a wave packet,
propagator can be expressed as

kcl~r ,r0 ;t !5d@r2r ~r0 ,p0 ;t !#, ~2!

where r (r0 ,p0 ;t) obey classical equations of motion wit
initial conditions r0 , p0. While the molecular motions are
well described, what is missing in such a treatment is inf
mation about phases associated with quantum amplitudes
a zeroth order approximation, we may consider the inclus
of phases that result from action integrals30

k~0!~r ,r0 ;t !5d@r2r ~r0 ,p0 ;t !#e
2 iS~ t !/\, ~3!

where

S~ t !5E
cl
dt(

j
@Tj~ t !2Vj~$r j%,t !#, ~4!

where the integration is limited to classical paths, the su
mation j is over all particles, and the potential experienc
by the j th particle is a function of coordinates of all particle
This simple fix may appear crude. Yet, it proves to be use
even at cryogenic temperatures for treating what may be
garded as bath degrees of freedom: Modes which have
thermal occupation numbers,n̄[kT/\v>1 (v being a
characteristic frequency of motion!.

Missing in k(0) is the interference among members
the trajectory ensemble, since one trajectory is propagate
a time. The exact quantum propagator is a sum over
paths, which can be thought of as a current flow throu
phase space.29 The current density peaks on the classic
path, the path that minimizes action, and decays away fro
through interferences. Thus an improved approximation
the quantum evolution can be obtained by weighting
classical trajectories according to their instantaneous qu
tum current density at the classical path. The semiclass
Van Vleck propagator accomplishes this by assign
weights based on the curvature of the action space at
classical points.31 With the Van Vleck propagator cast in a
initial value representation23–28
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10314 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
k~2!~r0 ,r ,t !5E dp0Adr ~ t !

dp0
d@r2r ~r0 ,p0 ;t !#e

2 iS~ t !/\,

~5!

the weight of a trajectory is given as the sensitivity of po
tion at timet to initial choice of momentump0. While this
form is well suited for simulations, it requires the compu
tion of N2/2 elements of the matrix of second derivative
and adds significant overhead if all coordinates were to
treated within the same order of approximation. As will
shown, this is not necessary.k(2), which corresponds to sec
ond order in the stationary phase approximation of the
quantum propagator, can be shown to be exact for s
times.32 k(0) corresponds to the zeroth order in the station
phase approximation, and can be expected to be usefu
describing nearly classical degrees of freedom, modes
which n̄>1. We will show that mixed order simulations
where the bath degrees of freedom are propagated acco
to ~3! while the solute degrees of freedom are propaga
according to~5! are quite adequate for most spectrosco
applications in condensed media. Moreover, since spec
scopic observables in condensed media reflect relati
short-time dynamics, the bare propagatorsk(0) andk(2) can
be used without further uniformization. This is to be co
trasted with gas phase applications in which long-ti
propagations are required, and accordingly dressed prop
tors, usually frozen Gaussians,33 are used for stability and th
possibility of regenerating the time dependent wave pack
The variety of existing methods, such as the cellular met
of Heller,24 the Herman, and Kluk propagator23 which in-
volves propagation with frozen Gaussians,26 the integral ex-
pressions advanced by Kay,27 and the Gaussian filters sug
gested by Cao and Voth,28 are all designed for this purpose

We expand on the above outline in Sec. III, where
give the defining equations for implementation of t
method. Since we use the spectroscopy of matrix isola
iodine as our instrument for developing the subject, in Sec
we succinctly review the relevant experimental data and t
prior theoretical treatments, and provide a more concrete
position of the issues. To test the accuracy of the vari
approximations used, in Sec. IV we consider on
dimensional problems for which exact treatments are p
sible. The absorption and emission spectra of I2 isolated in
solid Kr are presented and analyzed in Sec. V. As an
ample of nonlinear spectroscopy, the RR spectra of ma
isolated I2 will be given in Sec. VI followed by conclusion
in Sec. VII.

II. SYSTEM

The visible absorption spectrum of molecular iodin
which gives it its purple color, is dominated by th
B(3P0u)←X(1Sg1) transition.34 The highly structured gas
phase spectrum of this transition is one of the best c
logued, used as a wavelength calibration standard.35 In con-
densed media, for I2 dissolved in liquids,36 or solids,37 the
structure collapses completely, leaving a broad absorp
envelope. The breadth of the absorption reflects the fact
the Franck–Condon region occurs on the repulsive wal
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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the B state, spanning nearly the entire bound part of
potential and extending well into its dissociation continuu
~see Fig. 1!. The loss of structure is taken as an indication
‘‘electronic dephasing’’ of the vertically prepared state
the time scale of 100–200 fs. In contrast, in time dom
studies, when a nonstationary superposition of vibratio
states is prepared in theB state, the population density i
observed to preserve its coherence until predissociation,
time scale of 5–10 ps.19 These studies establish that theB
state potential parameters are preserved in matrices, and
both vibrational relaxation and predissociation are quite
efficient. Time resolved measurements on the same trans
in the liquid phase are extensive.38 The combination of re-
laxation and predissociation now occurs on a time scale
,1 ps.39

In condensed media, excitation of I2 in the visible spec-
trum leads mainly to emission over the formally non allow
A8(3P2u)→X(1Sg1) andA(3P1u)→X(1Sg1) transitions.
In rare gas matrices, this emission is structured, and the
bronic progression, although broadened, is assigned.37,40–42

Analysis of the Franck–Condon factors establishes that s
for a;200 cm21 red shift in electronic origin, the potentia
parameters—equilibrium bond lengths in theA/A8 and X
states, the harmonic frequency, and the anharmonicity of
X state—are virtually identical to that of the fre
molecule.37,41The observed spectrum in matrix Ar was sim
lated by Messina and Coalson, using the time depend
Hartree method.43 Good agreement with experiment wa

FIG. 1. The three electronic potential energy curves of I2, which are used in
the paper, are illustrated alongr . The lattice potentials are illustrated by
representative coordinateQ. Zero-phonon excitation results when potentia
along all lattice coordinates are identical in the ground and excited e
tronic states, exemplified byV1, while phonon sidebands will result whe
this does not hold, as in the case ofV2.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10315M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
found in this linear chain model, with the Ar lattice repr
sented by 25 coupled harmonic oscillators.

Resonant Roman~RR! spectra of I2 isolated in
matrices,44–46 and in liquids such as CCl4, Xe, and
hexane,47,48 show progressions with as many as;25 over-
tones. In addition to the coherent RR progression, a br
continuum arising from incoherent fluorescence dur
population relaxation is observed.47 While the intensity dis-
tribution in the RR progression is similar in liquid and sol
phases, the relative ratios of intensities in the RR progres
vs the continuous background are quite different, the c
tinuum emission being almost two orders of magnitu
larger in rare gas matrices.46 The solid state RR spectra we
first analyzed by the semiclassical wave packet formalis5

by Kono and Lynn.49 They accounted for the intensity dis
tribution of the progression by incorporating a phenome
logical exponential damping, which had to be adjusted
account for the excitation profile. Schwentneret al.have ex-
tensively discussed the RR spectra of I2, both in liquid and
solid state, with respect to their information content on
trafast dynamics,47 and have carried out similar one
dimensional simulations.47~b! The nonmonotonic decay of in
tensities in the RR progression was thought to indicate
electronic predissociation plays a role on ultrafast ti
scales, a contention supported in recent liquid ph
simulations,50,51 but contrary to direct measurements in t
solid state.19 Quite recently, simulations of RR spectra we
presented by Jungwirthet al. for I2 in Ar and Xe clusters,
using the method of classically-based separable potentia52

In this variant of the time dependent Hartree methods, c
sical trajectories are first calculated, then a one-dimensio
wave packet is propagated on the mean classical potenti
all other degrees of freedom. Despite the approximations
herent in the averaging over dynamics, the limitation to fin
size clusters, and the absence of nonadiabatic effects
method has yielded results that are in qualitative agreem
with the condensed phase experiments.52

We will constrain our attention to these three spec
TheA→X emission, theB←X absorption, and the RR sca
tering of I2 isolated in solid Kr. To set the stage and t
scope of the rest of the paper, we preview the issues at s

Consider theB←X transition of molecular iodine, which
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The correlation functions that descr
the spectra in condensed media are functions of all deg
of freedom;r along I–I, and$Qi% along then other coordi-
nates. Within the Born–Oppenheimer separa
Hamiltonian, the system evolves on potential energy surfa
which are also functions of all coordinates. The many-bo
potentials are nevertheless related to pair potentials, to
I–Kr, and Kr–Kr interactions, in a yet to be specified ma
ner. A vertical transition in which only the guest potentia
change, i.e.,V(r 8)ÞV(r 9) while V(Qi8)5V(Qi9) for all
Qi , corresponds to zero-phonon~ZP! excitation.53 Sharp ZP
lines play an important role in solid state photophysics, a
have accordingly been studied extensively.53 While the de-
scription of potentials, illustrated byV1(Q8) in Fig. 1, is
necessary to produce ZP transitions, it is not sufficient
produce sharp lines. The potentials, through their gradie
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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summarize the instantaneous forces operative upon the
tical transition, but fail to impart information about kine
matic coupling. To be clear, consider the dynamics followi
excitation. Initially, a multidimensional wave packet whic
is non stationary only alongr , is created. The packet soo
evolves along theQi modes which are coupled tor . As the
I–I coordinate moves toward its stretched excited state m
mum, it has to push the cage atoms out of the way. The
of momentum transfer in this process depends not only
potentials but also on masses. The heavy I atoms may
place the cage atoms in one collision, sending shock wa
into the lattice.54,55 In contrast, if the impurity were much
lighter than the host atoms, say, a hydride, then the lat
would respond sluggishly under the cumulative effect
many collisions. If the former case were to prevail, the dec
of the correlation function would be complete prior
completion of the molecular vibrational period, and a stru
tureless spectrum would result. Subject to the same po
tials, in the case of the light impurity, many recursions alo
r would occur prior to motion along bath coordinates. Th
would produce a modulated correlation function, and acco
ingly sharp ZP lines. Clearly, even in this most favorab
case for system-bath separation, the details of the dynam
dictate the spectra, and the validity of treatments under
sumptions of linear response, or averaged-out dynamics
questionable.

Even if the transition dipole were localized on the imp
rity coordinate, the more common case in electronic tran
tions is one in which potentials along bath coordinates v
with electronic states. In our example, we may expect
I–Kr interactions to depend on the electronic state of I2, and
at least the nearest neighbor I–Kr potentials to be sensitiv
the sudden change in the molecular charge distribution
going from say, aS to a P state. This is represented b
V2(Q) in Fig. 1. Now, upon the vertical transition, the man
body wave packet will instantaneously evolve not only alo
r , but also alongQi . This ballistic motion is the earlies
component in solvation dynamics, to be contrasted with
picture of inertial solvation accepted in thermal liquids.57–59

The absorption spectrum now contains phonon sideband
equivalently, solute–solvent combinations modes are
rectly prepared. It is no longer obvious how to separ
modes into system and bath. The safest route is to cons
the system as a whole. Curiously enough, since the t
Hamiltonian neither dissipates nor dephases, such termin
gies, which are germane to treatments of reduced Ham
nians become less meaningful. The possibility of treating
system as a whole leads us to new perspectives.

III. METHOD

We start this section by recasting the correlation funct
of ~1! in a density matrix formalism, appropriate for therm
conditions in many-body systems. We then relate the se
classical propagatorsk(0) and k(2) to the exact quantum
propagator, using known derivations. We then introdu
various methods of implementation for calculating corre
tion functions. We make the following assumptions throug
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10316 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
out: ~a! the solutions are dilute such that solute–solute in
actions can be neglected,~b! the electronic excitation is
localized on the solute coordinate, consistent with the f
that the host is a dielectric of large band gap,~c! the Condon
approximation, that the transition dipole is independent
nuclear coordinates,~d! adiabatic dynamics over Born
Oppenheimer separated surfaces prevails. For clarity, the
mulation is developed in one-dimension, although the imp
mentation is in many dimensions.

The correlation function of Eq.~1! may be cast in a more
useful form

C~ t !5(
i
e2bEi^c i~x;0!eiHgt/\eiHet/\c i~x;0!&

5Tr@rge~x9,x8;t !#

5E dxE dx8E dx9kg~x9,x;t !r~x9,x8!ke~x8,x;t !,

~6!

in which g ande label initial and final electronic states, an
the correlation is between coherent states evolving on
excited and ground electronic surfaces. In the density ma
notation, the trace over electronic off-diagonal matrix e
ments is required, with the initial distribution given as t
equilibrium density matrix on the initial electronic stat
r i f (x8,x9;0)5r0(x8,x9), andkg andke are the time propa-
gators on the ground and excited electronic surfaces.
statement is exact if we identifyk as the Feynman propaga
tor which connectsx8 to x in time t along all possible paths29

k~x8,x;t !5^x8ue2 iHt /\ux&5E
x8

x

D@x~ t !#eiS~x~ t !!/\. ~7!

We classify the semiclassical methods according to the
proximation to which the path integral is taken. After th
usual discretization of paths in time, and expandingS in a
Taylor series at the stationary phase:

S5Scl1
1

2(i , j
d2S

dxidxj
1••• ~8!

if only the zeroth order in the expansion is retained, i.e.,
first term in Eq.~8!, the k(0) propagator in Eq.~3! is ob-
tained. Keeping both terms in Eq.~8!, the Van Vleck propa-
gator, is obtained60–62

k~2!~x,x0 ;t !5~1/2p i\!1/2( U d2S

dx0 dx
U1/2e[ iS~x,x0!/\2 inp/2]

5~1/2p i\!1/2( U dpdx0 U
1/2

e[ iS~x,x0!/\2 inp/2], ~9!

where the summation is over all classical paths that l
from x0 to x in time t; andn is the Maslov index which is
updated by one for every zero crossing ofdp/dx0.

62 This is
a boundary value problem, incommensurate with molecu
dynamics treatments which solve for deterministic equati
of motion based on initial values. For short propagatio
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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since trajectories may be defined either by their endpoint
by their initial conditions, we may change variables fro
final positions to initial momenta

dx5dp0U ]x~x0 ,p0!

]p0
U, ~10!

to retrieve the propagatork(2) of Eq. ~5!. The general expres
sion for correlation functions can now be stated as

C~ t !5E E dx08dp08E E dx09dp09E dxU dxt8dp08
U1/2U dxt9dp09

U1/2
3r~x08 ,x09!ei ~Scl8 2Scl9 !/\1 i ~n92n8!p/2

3d~xt82x!d~xt92x!, ~11!

where the integration over all initial momenta replaces
summation over all paths. The expression~11! can in prin-
ciple be evaluated by box integration over all initial cond
tions:x08 , x09 , p08 , p09 . There are two difficulties associate
with such a procedure. First, for proper statistics a la
number of initial momenta and positions should be samp
even for one degree of freedom; second, the trajectories
resent delta functions and therefore the correlation integ
can only be achieved through an appropriate uniformizati
These difficulties can be circumvented by taking advant
of the time reversal symmetry of classical trajectories. T
trace in Eq.~6! implies that at timet only trajectories that
terminate on the diagonal in thex8,x9 plane contribute to the
correlation function@see Fig. 2~a!#. Given time reversibility,
it is possible to start from the endpoints of trajectories, i
from the diagonalxt85xt9, and to allow the paths to terminat
at random positions. Now, the contribution of such trajec
ries to the correlation function is obtained by weighting t
final positions with the smooth distribution functio
r(x08 ,x09), as shown in Fig. 2~a!. This procedure already pro
vides a significant savings in computation, and yields be
statistics since the two-dimensional sampling of initial co
ditions required in forward-time propagation is reduced
the one-dimensional sampling of the diagonal in thex8,x9
plane. The roles of start and end points are now exchan
as indicated in Fig. 2~a!. Henceforth, the subscript0 will
imply the initial conditions for reverse-time propagation. T
correlation function~11! now reduces to

C~ t !5C~2t !5E E dp09dp08E dx0U dxt8dp08
U1/2U dxt9dp09

U1/2
3r~xt8,xt9!ei ~Scl8 2Scl9 !/\1 i ~n92n8!p/2. ~12!

Note, that since the trajectories could have reached the d
onal with an unspecified momentum, in the time-revers
implementation, the limits of integration of both momentu
and coordinate are from2` to `. Accordingly, the evalua-
tion of Eq. ~12! with proper statistics remains a formidab
task. Quite generally, two different limits, for which practic
approximations yield satisfactory results, prevail. These
the high temperature limit, where strictly classical paths
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10317M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
considered; and the zero-temperature limit, where the in
state is stationary and therefore propagation on only the fi
state is required.

In the high temperature limit, the contribution to the co
relation function is dominated by classical trajectories. W
may therefore resort to usingk(0) which is equivalent to
giving unit weight to all trajectories in Eq.~12!. Further, we
note that only whenpt8 andpt9 are similar will the correlation
between the trajectories on the excited and ground stat
non negligible. Accordingly, we replace the double integ
tion over independent momenta, by a single integration o
the dummy momentumpt and user(p0) as a momentum
correlation function. Thus in the high temperature lim
C(t) reduces to

C~ t !5E E dp0 dx0 r~p0!r~xt8,xt9!ei ~Scl8 2Scl9 !/\. ~13!

The initial density matrix in the present treatment acts
the smooth function used to correlate the trajectories.
standard method of obtaining the density matrix for an a
trary multidimensional system is by using an inverse Wig
transform of the classical phase space distribution63

FIG. 2. ~a! A typical pair of classical trajectories that contribute to t
correlation function is shown inx8,x9 space. In Eq.~11! each pair of tra-
jectories is started from the arbitrary pointx08 ,x09 that belongs to the initial
distributionr0(x8,x9) shown as contours. The trajectory contributes to
correlation function only at the crossing points with the diagonal as dicta
by the delta functions in Eq.~11!. The time reversed notation of Eq.~12! is
shown in parenthesis. The trajectories are now started from the diagona
correlated using the initial densityr0(x8,x9). ~b! Illustration of the approxi-
mation of Eq.~15!. The part of the density matrix which depends only
the average (x81x9)/2 is used to filter the initial distribution of trajectorie
on the diagonal. The off-diagonal part is used to correlatex8 andx9 for each
pair of trajectories.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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r0~x8,x9!5expF2bV
~x81x9!

2 GexpF2
2m~x82x9!2

b\2 G ,
~14!

whereb51/kBT is the inverse temperature. Substitution
Eq. ~14! in Eq. ~13!, changing the index in position distribu
tion from t to 0, and regrouping terms, leads to a more tra
parent form forC(t):

C~ t !5E E dp0 dx0 rcl~x0 ,p0!

3expF2
2m~xt82xt9!2

b\2 Gei ~Scl8 2Scl9 !/\, ~15!

in which the first factor acts as the filter for initial condition
while the second factor acts as the continuous spatial fu
tion used for correlating the trajectories. The combined
fects of the filter function and the correlating function illu
trated in Fig. 2~b!, mimic the initial statement of the
problem, illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. Although the approxima-
tions that led to this final form seem drastic, and while it
clear that the result converges to the correct limit asT→`,
we show in the next section that the limit of validity of Eq
~15! extends toT'\v/kB .

In the zero-temperature limit, since the system is initia
in an eigenstate, only the final state evolves. It is now natu
to think in terms of wave packets, andC(t) is most directly
obtained by substitutingk(2) in Eq. ~1!

C~ t !5E E dp0 dx0U dxtdp0
U1/2c0~x0!c0~xt!e

iScl /\2 inp/2,

~16!

herext represents the trajectory evolving on the final st
potential, beginning from the distribution given by the zer
point wave function on the initial state. The latter also pla
the role of a smooth correlating function. The time depe
dent weights are computed using the auxiliary equation
motion

d2J

dt2
52

V9

m
J, where J5

dxt
dp0

, ~17a!

with initial conditions

J050 and m
dJ

dt U
0

51, ~17b!

where uJu1/2 is the weight of the trajectory, and the ze
crossings ofJ is used to update the Maslov index. Note,J is
an oscillatory function. For harmonic potentials,V9 is a con-
stant, and thereforeJ oscillates with a fixed amplitude. In th
case of anharmonic potentials, the oscillation amplitu
grows, leading to an exponential growth in the weight o
trajectory.

Equations~15! and~16! represent the final forms used i
our implementation to spectral simulations in the many-bo
system. The guest degree of freedom, I2 in this case, is
treated through Eq.~16!, while the bath degrees of freedom
;100 rare gas atoms, are treated through Eq.~15!. It is easy
to show that Eq.~16! is exact in the case of harmonic pote

d

nd
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10318 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
tials. In anharmonic potentials, both expressions are o
valid for short times. Yet, the time scale over which t
correlation functions retain accuracy is sufficiently long f
our application. In his introduction of the cellular metho
the recognition that the initial value Van Vleck propagator
accurate for times longer than previously thought has b
the important discovery by Heller,24 as pointed out by
Miller.25 Since our prescriptions rely on the bare propa
tors, we establish the limits of their validity prior to imple
mentations.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL
SYSTEMS

We test the limits of validity of both zero-temperatu
and high-temperature approximations ofC(t) given in Sec.
II, by considering theA→X emission and theB←X absorp-
tion spectra of free iodine, the same transitions which w
later be treated in the many-body system. The Morse po
tial parameters used in these simulations are given in Tab

A. The A˜X emission at 0 K

We evaluate Eq.~16! by identifyingc0(x0) as the vibra-
tional ground state of theA(3P1u) electronic state of iodine
The classical trajectories,xt , their weights,udxt /dp0u1/2, and
the associated classical actions,St , are computed on the fina
state of the transition, theX(1Sg

1) ground electronic state
Initial positions and momenta are chosen from a unifo
403 40 grid. The limits of integration over initial position
is well defined, suffice that they encompassc0(x0). The lim-
its of integration over initial momenta must include a rep
sentative ensemble of trajectories that contribute to the
relation function through final positions. The range
relevant momenta depends on the target time. At early ti
although the dynamics is uninteresting, the number of c
tributing trajectories is large. This can be understood by n
ing that the relevant range of integration in momentum sp
is given as

Dp;Dx/Dt, ~18!

whereDx is the width ofc0. Despite the fact that ast→0
the number of contributing trajectories diverges as 1/t, since
the weights of trajectories are zero att50 and grow ast at
early time, the resulting correlation function is well behave

TABLE I. Parameters used in the simulations.

Potential parameters
Potential Type Parameters~Å, cm21)

I–I (X)a Morse De512 550,xe52.65,b51.871
I–I (A)a Morse De51840,xe53.10,b52.147
I–I (B)a Morse De54503,xe53.016,b51.850
I–Kr ~isotropic!b LJ s53.74,e5233.5
I–Kr (S)c Morse De5287,xe53.733,b51.49
I–Kr (P)c Morse De5126,xe54.30,b51.540
Kr–Krb LJ s53.58,e5199.5

aReference 64.
bReference 65.
cMorse fit to parameters given in Ref. 66.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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In order to obtain accurate values for the correlation funct
at the first time step,t5Dt51 fs in our case, it is necessar
to sample an initial momentum range o
pmax52pmin5mDx/Dt. In nearly harmonic potentials it is
useful to keep the full set of trajectories to allow a sha
definition of later rephasings. However, quite generally,
anharmonic potentials and for relatively short propagat
times, it is possible to discard a large fraction of these t
jectories without compromising the accuracy of the corre
tion function.

The computed correlation function for theA→X transi-
tion is shown Fig. 3~a!. A total of 43 104 trajectories were
propagated in the first 5 fs, and 104 trajectories were retained
for the subsequent 500 fs. The fact that there is no disco
nuity in C(t) at 5 fs ensures that we have not removed a
contributing trajectories. The number of trajectories can
reduced to as low as 800 fort,5 fs and 160 fort.5 fs
without a significant effect on signal-to-noise ratio wh
only early time dynamics,t,0.5 ps, is of relevance. Indeed
as we will see, this is the time scale of relevance in
condensed phase.

A comparison of the semiclassical correlation functio
and the resulting spectrum obtained by its Fourier transfo
with those of an exact quantum calculation, is shown in F
3. The exact solution is obtained by wave packet propa
tion, by solving the time dependent Schro¨dinger equation
using the now standard FFT algorithms.67 The comparison is

FIG. 3. The correlation function~top panel! and the spectrum~lower panel!
of theA→X emission of gas phase iodine:~gray line! calculated using the
second order semiclassical propagator, Eq.~16! of text; ~back line! exact
solution obtained by wave packet propagation. The semiclassical calcul
involves the propagation of 43104 trajectories for the first 5 fs and 104

trajectories for the remaining 300 fs.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10319M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
quite satisfactory. The correlation functions, which are illu
trated for the time of completion of the first recursion, sho
deviations due mainly to discarding 80% of the initial traje
tory ensemble. The effect of this on the spectrum is rat
subtle, appearing as small deviations at the high freque
end. Note, the spectral resolution is dictated by the propa
tion time of 1 ps, and the negative intensities in the spectr
are the result of boxcar apodization in the Four
transform.68

B. The A˜X emission at finite temperature

Next, we consider the low temperature limit of validi
of correlation functions constructed according to Eq.~15!,
which is based strictly onk(0), and should generally be vali
at high temperatures. We consider the same spectrum
above, but now forT5150 K (\v/2kB560 K in the A
state!. The initial conditions for the trajectories,x0 and p0,
are now obtained by Monte Carlo sampling of the class
phase space distribution

rcl5expF2bSV~x!1
p2

2mD G . ~19!

For a given choice ofx0 , p0, a pair of trajectories is propa
gated, one on theA potential and one on theX. The pairs are
then correlated according to Eq.~15!. The spectrum, gener
ated from a swarm of 300 pairs of trajectories propagated
1 ps, is shown in Fig. 4. For comparison, the exact st
spectrum is also shown. Progressions arising from the t
mal populations inv50,1,2 in theA state, are clearly evi-
dent in both spectra. The comparison is quite impress
given the conceptual simplicity of the method: Correlation
classical trajectories that carry phases given by action i
grals over classical paths.

Next we consider an initial temperature,T510 K, where
the classical phase space distribution is unphysical. The
sults of the simulation are shown in Fig. 5, along with t
exact stick spectrum. The proper Franck–Condon enve
is retrieved, and the vibrational spacing in the central par
the spectrum is correct. However, the anharmonicity in
wings of the spectrum is not reproduced. This failure is to
understood by noting that the classical swarm evolving
the X state represents the vibrational superposition t
would have been created by a vertical projection of the ini
distribution on theA state~shaded area in Fig. 1!. Since at 10
K the classical distribution is significantly narrower than t
quantum zero-point distribution, a tighter superposition co
posed of only few members in the central part of the pac
is simulated by the swarm. That the envelope is accura
represented is due to compensation of the correlating fu
tion exp@ 2 2m(x8 2 x9)2/b\# in Eq.~15! for the contraction of
the initial distribution @see Fig. 2~b!#—the position-
momentum uncertainty is retained. This feature of the th
mal correlation~15! makes it well suited for treating bat
degrees of freedom.

For a one-dimensional systems, the unphysical situa
considered above can be avoided by using the quantum
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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sity matrix of an oscillator in contact with a thermal bath69

by using the scaled temperature,Tcl , in Eq. ~19!

Tcl5
\v

2kB
F tanhS \v

2kBT
D G21

, ~20!

wherev is the harmonic frequency of the initial state, an
T is the real temperature. Note that now, when\v;kBTcl ,
contributions to the spectrum from vibrationally excited in
tial states will appear. Indeed theA→X thermal simulation
with Tcl560 K is essentially indistinguishable from the e
act T50 K spectrum. It should be cautioned that this fi
cannot be rigorously implemented in many-body system
say by Monte Carlo sampling from normal modes at diffe
ent scaled temperatures. Such an artificial initial distribut
will lead to unphysical time evolution since initially the sy
tem is not at classical equilibrium. Instead, as in our previo
simulations of solid state dynamics, we resort to a sca
temperature based on the Debye frequency of the lattice.18,19

C. The B—X absorption at 0 K

The time scale over which Eq.~16! retains its accuracy
depends on the extent of anharmonicity of potentials. T
reason for this is well understood.70 Since in anharmonic
potentials the weight of a given trajectory grows expone
tially with time, conservation of total flux implies that at lon
times few trajectories represent the entire packet—the ma

FIG. 4. The gas phase spectrum of theA–X emission of iodine at 150 K.
The top spectrum is obtained using the zeroth order propagator, Eq.~15! of
text, by propagating 300 pairs of trajectories for 1 ps. The stick spectru
obtained by using exact frequencies and Franck–Condon factors of th
brational eigenstates on the excited and ground potential energy surfa
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10320 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
ity of the members of the swarm cancel out through destr
tive interference. The fewer the working trajectories t
poorer is the representation of the wave packet. In the cas
theA→X transition, although the final state is a Morse p
tential, the vertical transition terminates deep in theX poten-
tial where anharmonicity is relatively small. In contrast, t
B←X absorption involves a transition that straddles the d
sociation limit of the final state. Part of the initial packet
projected into the continuum, and part remains in the bo
region ~see shaded region in Fig. 1!. This extreme of anhar
monicity provides a rigorous test of the time scale of valid
of the bare semiclassical treatments.

The zero-temperatureB←X absorption spectrum usin
Eq. ~16! is shown in Fig. 6. The details of the calculation a
the same as in theA→X treatment, except the number o
trajectories is now augmented by an order of magnitude.
greater number of trajectories is needed to accurately re
duce the dynamics up tot51 ps. Judging from spectra ob
tained by transforming the time correlation function for ev
increasing time scales, it is possible to conclude that the
800 fs of the dynamics is accurately reproduced. This co
sponds to the termination of the first recursion~see Fig. 6!.
When a longer segment of the time file is Fourier tra
formed, an artificial modulation of the spectrum appears
order to reproduce the nodal pattern after the first recurs
and to continue the simulations for subsequent periods,

FIG. 5. The gas phase spectrum of theA–X emission of iodine at 10 K. The
top spectrum is obtained using Eq.~15!, by propagating 300 pairs of trajec
tories for 1 ps. The stick spectrum is obtained by using exact frequen
and Franck–Condon factors of the vibrational eigenstates on the excited
ground potential energy surfaces.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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necessary to regenerate the wave packet. For this trans
the correlation function in the initial 300 fs can be accurat
calculated by using as few as 800 trajectories for the first
and 160 trajectories after that.

D. The B—X absorption at finite temperature

The computed correlation function and the spectrum
theB←X transition with the high temperature method~15!,
are presented in Fig. 7. The initial conditions were chos
from a thermal distribution at 80 K, at which the classic
phase space distribution approximates the quantum z
point distribution on theX state. The initial decay of the
correlation function, which gives rise to the correct Franc
Condon envelope, is reproduced. On the other hand,
method fails to reproduce the structure of the spectrum
low the dissociation limit. This marks the limitation of th
strict use ofk(0). The interferences in the evolving wav
packet, which produce the structure in the spectrum, is
adequately represented. Also, spectral congestion due to
sorption fromv51 occurs. The higher resolution required
sort out the different progressions requires several period
motion on the initial state for which methods based on b
propagators fail. Note, the differences between this case
that of theA→X transition are the extent of the nonlineari
of dynamics, and the higher frequency of the oscillator in
final state. This clearly shows the necessity of propaga
such modes throughk(2).

es
nd

FIG. 6. The correlation function~top panel! and the spectrum~lower panel!
of the B←X absorption of gas phase I2 calculated by the semiclassica
method@Eq. ~16! in text#. The calculation involves the propagation of 6
3105 trajectories for the first 5 fs and 1.283105 trajectories for the remain-
ing 1.2 ps.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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V. MANY-BODY SPECTRA

The spectral simulations of I2 isolated in a matrix of Kr
are carried out in mixed order: I2 is treated in second order i
the T50 K approximation, the lattice atoms are treated
zeroth order, with an initial thermal density at the sca
temperature of 45 K~Debye temperature5 72 K!.65 The
initial conditions are obtained by Monte Carlo sampling, a
the classical trajectories are propagated using molec
dynamics.71 A cell of 108 Kr atoms, subject to periodi
boundary conditions, is used. I2 is placed in a double subst
tutional site created by the removal of a nearest neighbor
of Kr atoms. Lennard-Jones potentials are used to desc
Kr–Kr interactions, and Morse potentials are used to
scribe I–I interactions in the various electronic states. Fi
we consider zero-phonon~ZP! absorption and emission spe
tra by using the same I–Kr potentials in the initial and fin
electronic state~see Sec. II!. In these simulations, as in th
prior simulations of pump–probe observables,18,19 the I–Kr
interactions are modeled by Lennard-Jones potentials
able for Xe–Kr~see Table I!. We then consider a treatmen
in which the I2–Kr potentials depend on the electronic sta
of I2, by constructing the three-body potential from the a
isotropic I–Kr fragments.66,72,73This construct is describe
in the Appendix, along with the justification for using isotr
pic pair potentials in the excited state. The need for us
anisotropic potentials to describe the ground state has
ready been demonstrated in the analysis of the spin–o
transition of atomic iodine isolated in solid Kr and Xe.74

FIG. 7. The correlation function~top panel! and the spectrum~lower panel!
of theB←X absorption of gas phase iodine at 50 K. The thin line and th
gray line are the spectra obtained using Eq.~15!, by propagating 300 pairs o
trajectories for 800 and for 100 fs, respectively. The dashed line is
spectrum obtained by the classical reflection approximation.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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These electronic state dependent potentials allow a na
treatment of non-ZP-transitions, and consideration of the
fect of instantaneous forces along guest-host coordinate

The initial conditions for the simulations are sampled
the following manner: The I2 coordinate is selected from
grid that spans itsv50 wave function, the I2 momenta are
sampled randomly from a box distribution; the Kr coord
nates and momenta are sampled from a thermal lattice eq
brated about the particular state of the guest by interruptin
thermal simulation of the initial state. Then, for a given set
initial conditions, a pair of trajectories are propagated, o
on the initial state and one on the final state. The class
action associated with each coordinate is computed, as
as the time-dependent weight of trajectories along the
coordinate according to Eq.~17!. To construct the many-
body correlation functions, first, the pairs of trajectories a
correlated: The I2 trajectory on the final state is correlate
with its initial state stationary wave function according
Eq. ~16! and the Kr trajectories are correlated according
Eq. ~15!; then, the ensemble average is constructed by s
ming over all trajectories

C~ t !5
1

N(
traj

F ^RI2
~ t !RI2

~0!&)
i

^RKr, i~ t !RKr, i~0!&

3ei ~SX2SA!/\G5K C I2
~ t !)

i
C Kr, i~ t !L

T

, ~21!

in which ^•••&T denotes the ensemble average ofN trajec-
tories, andC (t) is used to designate the correlation for a p
of trajectories. The spectra are obtained by Fourier tra
formingC(t) and weighting the transform byv or byv3 in
case of absorption or emission, respectively.

A. The A˜X emission in solid Kr

A total of 400 pairs of trajectories were propagated
800 fs to simulate the I2 (A→X) transition. The real part of
the calculatedC(t) and the associated emission spectrum
shown in Fig. 8. The spectrum, its envelope and widths
individual vibronic lines, are in good agreement with th
published experimental spectra in solid Kr.37,43 While the
agreement is gratifying, the more valuable aspect of the tr
ment is the possibility to decompose the many-body corre
tion function into its constituent contributions. This is don
in Fig. 9, in which, in addition to Re@C(t)#, we also show
the ensemble averages of the I2 position correlation function,
C@r I2(t)#, the collective bath~lattice! position correlation
function,C@RB(t)#, and the position correlation funtion of
nearest neighbor Kr atom lying along the molecular ax
C@RKr(t)#. These real functions are defined as

C@RI2
~ t !#5^^RI2

~ t !RI2
~0!&&T , ~22a!

C@RB~ t !#5K)
i

^RKr~ t !RKr~0!& i L
T

, ~22b!

C@RKr~ t !#5^^RKr~ t !RKr~0!&&T . ~22c!

e
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10322 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
These are nearly classical measures, in that they do no
clude phase information. With this decomposition ofC(t),
we proceed to interpret the spectrum of Fig. 8 in terms of
molecular mechanics.

The envelope of the emission spectrum in Fig. 8 conta
no information about the many-body dynamics. The width
the envelope of;1000 cm21 is determined by the initia
decay inC(t), which is complete att;25 fs. During this
period, the collective bath correlation remains constant
seen in Fig. 9, while along the I2 coordinate, the wave packe
ballistically moves out of the Franck–Condon region. Th
is, in part, by design. Since a strictly ZP transition is bei
considered, att50 the only active force is along the I–
coordinate. Indeed, it is difficult to distinguish the first dec
in C(t), the first 50 fs, of the free molecule from that of th
molecule embedded in the solid~compare Figs. 3 and 8!,
with the consequence that their spectral envelopes are n
identical. A careful comparison of Re@C(t)# shows that in
the many-body simulation the modulation is slightly damp
due to the ensemble averaging, or equivalently due to
cross correlation among the members of the trajectory
semble. This effect is rather small, leading to an almost
noticeable broadening of the spectrum by;kBT. Figure 9
also illustrates that the initial decay inC@RI2

(t)# lags behind
C(t). This is a realization of the fact that for an anharmon
potential the phase velocity of the packet is faster than
group velocity.The quantum correlation function is a time
dependent measure of the joint momentum-position ove
between the initial and final states.This initial decay results
from the loss of overlap as the packet moves out of

FIG. 8. The correlation function~top panel! and the spectrum~lower panel!
of theA→X emission for I2 isolated in solid Kr.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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Franck–Condon region. Since we have developed our
malism in position representation, the momentum corre
tions are mainly formed in the ensemble averaging of pha
or in the cross correlation among trajectories. To move,
packet needs to develop momentum, which it does by c
version of potential into kinetic energy; and the path integ
of the momentum forms the phase of the packet. Since
noise due to thermal initial conditions is much smaller th
the momentum derived from the steep difference poten
gradient, the momentum correlations survive the ensem
averaging. In this ballistic phase of dynamics the pac
evolves coherently, without scrambling of the momentu
position correlations. The initial decay is not permanent. T
structure in the spectrum is the result of the fact that
supersystem, molecule and host, will rephase twice prio
complete loss of correlation~see Fig. 9!.

Information on the many-body dynamics is contained
the individual vibronic line shapes in the spectrum of Fig.
If we characterize the vibronic lines by only a width, the
this would be determined by the permanent decay time
C(t). Note that this decay is not the result of energy red
tribution. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the I2 position corre-
lation shows nearly complete recursions at every;200 fs.
The amplitude of these recurrences, which is a measur
the I2 vibrational energy content, decays only by;10% on
the simulation time scale of 1 ps. Nevertheless,C(t) decays
to zero near the third recurrence, neart5400 fs, and the
spectrum does not contain any information past this tim
Figure 9 makes it clear that the permanent decay ofC(t) is
the result of correlation loss in the collective bath coordina
in CB(R(t)). By choice of potentials, a system–bath sepa
tion can be made for this case, where the supersystem c

FIG. 9. Decomposition of the correlation function for theA→X emission of
I2 isolated in solid Kr: Solid black line—the real part of the supersyst
autocorrelation function, Re@C(t)#; dashed line—the I2 position autocorre-
lation function,C@RI2

(t)#; solid gray line—the collective bath position au
tocorrelation,C@RB(t)#; dashed gray line—the position autocorrelatio
function of an individual Kr atom,C@RKr(t)#.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10323M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
lation function is given as the product of the free molec
correlation and the bath correlation

C~ t !5CI2
~ t !K)

i
C Kr, i~ t !L

T

5CI2
~ t !CBath~ t !. ~23!

Now, CI2
(t) acts as a function that samplesCBath(t) with a

characteristic period of 200 fs. The sampling period is, ho
ever, too long for a detailed measure of the bath correla
function. Only two recursions survive, the bath correlati
function is only sampled twice prior to complete decay, a
therefore a variety of approximate expressions may rep
duce the line shape. It may, for example, be possible to m
the stochastic ansatz forCBath(t) of a Gaussian decay at ear
time, and an exponential decay at later time, to reproduce
line shape, Yet, this would neither fit the simulated functi
nor would it contain the proper physics. The function is d
scribed by an initial nearly flat induction period of;100 fs,
a sudden decline near 200 fs, followed by a decaying tail
extends to 400 fs. These stages of the loss in the b
memory correspond to the inertial period, coherent excita
transfer and redistribution, steps that can be entirely un
stood by the underlying molecular mechanics.

Consideration of the typical host atom correlation fun
tion is helpful in understanding the mechanism of the b
decay. First, we note that while the collective memory d
cays, any one atom may show partial coherence and
maintain a terminal nonzero correlation. The depicted at
in Fig. 9 suffers a head-on collision at the completion of t
first period of motion by I2 on theX surface, while during
the first 200 fs it is nearly unaffected by the ongoing dyna
ics. In the initial state the system was at equilibrium on
A surface, in which the I2 equilibrium bond length,
Re53.1 Å, is substantially longer than that on the finalX
state,Re52.7 Å. Thus, upon the vertical transition fromA to
X, the oversized initial cage cavity gently implodes
I2(X). The depicted Kr atom is set into a sluggish moti
initially and suffers a gentle collision only after I2 stretches
out to the original Franck–Condon region, att5200 fs, i.e.,
after a full period of nearly harmonic motion along I–I o
theX surface. This collision deflects the Kr atom outward
such that att5400 fs, the molecule can fully stretch and
nearly complete recursion occurs in the I2 position correla-
tion. The process repeats, and the Kr correlation settle
;0.75, indicating that the final lattice relaxation is min
and that the single atom position density retains signific
overlap with its original value. The decay of the bath cor
lation is simply the result of there being many such partia
displaced atoms. To see this, let us make the assumptio
separability, which is certainly valid at long time

C@RB~ t !#5C@RKr~ t !#
n, ~24!

in whichn is the effective number of participants in the ba
i.e., the effective number of Kr atoms that behave as
depicted atom. Att5400 fs, when the I2 position correlation
is nearly 1, and the single Kr atom correlation, although a
minimum, has a significant value ofC@RKr(t)#50.6; assum-
ing n510, the bath correlation function would be predict
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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to decay to 631023, which is close to the observed valu
Thus, the overall decay can be understood in terms of
dimensionality of the problem, the result of the displacem
of many atoms in the dynamics. An analysis of the tim
dependent number of participants~or coupled modes! is use-
ful in constructing statistical models, its deduction form~24!
hinges on separability of coordinates, an issue to which
return below. The main points from the above are: The s
nature of the many-body dynamics is contained in the sp
tral line shapes of the individual vibronic lines, which a
mainly determined by the functional form of the decay of t
collective memory in positions,C@RB(t)#. Moreover, the
bath correlation function is not a simple decay.

B. The B—X absorption in solid Kr

With initial conditions sampled from a lattice equil
brated around I2(X), we propagate trajectories in pairs, now
on theX andB surfaces. A total of 400 pairs of trajectorie
were propagated for 1 ps, and the correlation functions w
constructed as above. Re@C(t)# and the associated spectru
for theB←X transition in solid Kr are shown in Fig. 10. A
in the experiments, a structureless spectrum which is w
approximated by the nondimensional classical reflection
obtained. The comparison shows that as a result of solva
relative to the free molecule spectrum, the many-body sp

FIG. 10. The correlation function~top panel! and the spectrum~lower panel!
of theB←X absorption of I2 isolated in solid Kr (Tcl545 K!. The classical
reflection approximation for the same spectrum is shown with the thick g
line in the lower panel. The shift in maxima of the two spectra is the re
of solvation in the matrix.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10324 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
trum is redshifted by;200 cm21. This is consistent with
experimental estimates of the reduction in electronic origin42

A decomposition of the correlation function, shown in F
11, indicates that in this case, as the wave packet moves
of the Franck–Condon region, the many-body correlation
cays to zero prior to recursion along the I–I coordinate, a
does not recover. In contrast with theA→X transition, which
leads to a gentle cage implosion, in this case the cag
driven out along an explosive coordinate. The nonlinearity
the dynamics is quite clear from the I2 position correlation,
the first recursion of which now occurs with a large disp
sion in time stretching from 350 to 1000 fs. This should
contrasted with the nearly harmonic motion along the I2 co-
ordinate in the case of theA→X transition shown in Fig. 9.
Now, it is not possible to establish a meaningful value for
characteristic time of energy flow from the molecule to t
lattice. Trajectories initiated near the dissociation limit lo
their energies instantaneously, while those in the bound
gion decay on the time scale of many picoseconds, as d
onstrated in time domain studies.19 The nonlinearity of dy-
namics is more severe for the portion of the packet crea
above dissociation, as already described in detail through
analysis of similar dissociative trajectory data.18 This very
efficient energy transfer has no direct signature in the sp
trum.

Due to the very steep gradient on theB state, the initial
decay inC(t) due to the ballistic stage of motion along I2,
occurs within;10 fs. In this period the free molecule an
many-body correlation functions are indistinguishab
„compare Re@C(t)# in Figs. 6 and 10…. The spectral envelope
contains no information about environmental effects. The
vironmental effect is the loss of structure in the spectru
which results from the decay of the bath correlation funct
to zero upon the first stretch of the I–I bond, near 200
prior to the first recursion along I–I, which starts at 350
Although the simulation fixes the bath decay att5200 fs,
based on the experimental spectrum we can only estab
that this occurs sometime between 20 and 350 fs. The or
of this rapid decay in the overall correlation is strictly m
chanical. Due to the large mass of the I atoms, the nea
neighbor atoms faithfully respond to the stretch of the2
bond in theB state. The cage deforms, and the bath corre
tion function permanently decays due to the loss of over
in position density. A nearly classical treatment of the d
namics would have been sufficient to reproduce this sp
trum.

The decomposition of Fig. 11 shows that the individu
Kr position correlation contains a coherence dip, and d
not decay to zero. Its terminal value settles at;0.4, implying
a large permanent displacement. This is sufficient to des
the overall correlation function because of the number
participants in the displacement. The number of Kr ato
that are typified by the depicted neighbor may be extrac
according to Eq.~24! from the logarithmic ratio

n~ t !5
ln$C@RB~ t !#%

ln$C@RKr~ t !#%
. ~25!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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Note, this analysis hinges on the separability of coordina
on the assumption that the many-body correlation functio
the product of correlation functions of individual coord
nates. The choice of ‘‘good’’ coordinates, ones that are se
rable, is crucial for applications such as time dependent H
tree treatments. However, as all model treatments of ma
body dynamics, the validity of approximations are difficult
test. We can address this issue here, through various de
positions of the data. The nonseparability arises from the
that the ensemble average of coupled degrees of freedo
not the product of ensemble averages

K)
i
C@RKr, i~ t !#L

T

Þ)
i

^C@RKr, i~ t !#&T . ~26!

A plot of n(t) vs t is shown in Fig. 12, along with the
quantities in the inequality of Eq.~26!. The inequality is
particularly severe at early times, where nonsensical va
of n.100 are observed@see Fig. 12~a!#. At later time, where
the Kr atoms are set into large amplitude motion, the
sumption becomes sensible. The coherence minimum,
350 fs, involves only 5 to 6 cage atoms. They represent
atoms which are overdriven by the stretching I2 molecule,
and which bounce back after hitting the second solvent sh
At long time, n(t) reaches a constant value of 18, whic
corresponds to the number of nearest neighbors in a do
substitutional site, and represent the number of atoms
are permanently displaced. With the terminal value of
single atom correlation of 0.4, the bath correlation decays
731028. Figure 12~b! makes it clear that the inequality o
Eq. ~26! persists throughout the simulated dynamics, ho
ever, the differences past the first 200 fs are not signific
only because the magnitude ofC(t) is now very small. Thus
the assumption of separability is poorest at the earliest ti
where small amplitude but collective coordinates of the b

FIG. 11. Decomposition of the correlation function for theB–X absorption
of I2 in solid Kr: Solid black line—the real part of the supersystem autoc
relation function, Re@C(t)#; dashed line—the I2 position autocorrelation
function,C@RI2

(t)#; solid gray line—the collective bath position autocorr
lation,C@RB(t)#; dashed gary line—the position autocorrelation function
an individual Kr atom,C@RKr(t)#.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10325M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
are excited. Upon stretching the cage coordinate, which
previously been identified as theEg mode, past its harmonic
amplitude, the packet along this coordinate splits into ma
independent components, and a picture of isolated ato
motions becomes the more useful coordinate to consi
The first crossover point from collective dynamics to isola
atomic motions, or the breakup of the cage packet, coinc
with the decay of the bath correlation function near 200

What role do phases play in shaping the spectrum?
address this issue, in Fig. 13 we compare the bath pos
autocorrelation,CB@R(t)# defined with the exclusion o
phases in Eq.~22b!, with a decomposition of the comple
bath correlation function:

CB~ t !5K S)
j

^RKr~ t !RKr~0!& j DexpH i(
j

@SB, j~ t !

2SX, j~ t !#t/\J L
T

~27!

into its real and imaginary parts@the indexj in Eq. ~27! runs
over all Kr atoms#. The real part of the bath correlatio
shows a partial phase coherence, as evidenced by the da
oscillations and the anticorrelation~the negative portion of
the function before it returns to zero!. Inclusion of phases
leads to a structured bath correlation, and a somewhat fa
initial decay. The imaginary part of the function clear
shows that phases develop with the transfer of momen
from the stretching I2 to the bath. Since the initial guest–ho
impact parameters are strictly from a thermal distributio
the ensemble averaging effectively damps the phase co

FIG. 12. Effective number of participants,n of Eq. ~23! in text, is shown in
the top panel, and the inequality of Eq.~26! is shown in the lower panel.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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ence in the bath. Note, however, the final decay to zero
uCB(t)u andCB(R(t)) coincide neart;250 fs. Once again
the position correlation function, or the displacement of t
nearest neighbors, leads to the permanent decay. The o
of this behavior is also mechanical in nature. In the ZP
citation, as the I–I bond starts to stretch, initially some m
mentum develops on the nearest Kr atoms. Soon afterw
the I atoms start pushing their neighbors against the lat
potential, and no kinetic energy develops during this d
placement not until the recoil of the I atoms. Upon the
recoil, the cage atoms are repelled by the lattice, and now
the first time they evolve freely and develop momentum.
the recoil stage, the momenta come into play, and mom
tum redistribution in the bath can potentially play an impo
tant role in determining the correlation function. In this ca
the loss of position autocorrelation preempts this role.

C. The nonzero-phonon B—X absorption

Using the same methodology as above, we simulate
B←X absorption in solid Kr, but now using the potenti
construct described in the Appendix. In the excited electro
state, the same potentials as before are used. However
initial conditions are sampled from the ground state in wh
the anisotropic Kr–I2 potential is used. The difference i

FIG. 13. Decomposition of the bath correlation function for theB←X tran-
sition showing the role of phases. Top panel—zero-phonon excitation,
a decomposition of the complex autocorrelation function,CB(t), and the
position autocorrelation,CB@R(t)#. The difference between these two fun
tions is the result of ensemble averaging of phases. Bottom panel—non
phonon excitation, the complex autocorrelation and the position autoco
lation nearly follow each other.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10326 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
excited and ground state potentials along the I–Kr coordin
now implies that the vertically created wave packet is sub
to forces not only along I–I but also along I–Kr coordinate
Nevertheless, the initial decay inC(t) is dominated by the
ballistic evolution along I–I, since the gradient of the diffe
ence potential,¹(VB2VX), along the internal coordinate o
the guest is much larger than along the guest–host coo
nates. The first 20 fs ofC(t) is identical to the ZP case
accordingly the spectrum is identical. Experimental abso
tion spectra cannot distinguish between these two cases.
collective bath correlation is shown in Fig. 12~b!, to be com-
pared with the ZP-excitation case. The decay inCB@R(t)# is
now complete in;120 fs, the system memory is shorten
by a factor of in comparison to the ZP case. The real par
the complex bath correlation function now shows a stric
coherent phase evolution. Its decay is controlled by the
sition autocorrelation of the bath. The phase coherence
vives the ensemble averaging, since it too is strictly the re
of the ballistic motion along the guest–host coordinate. Qu
clearly, a system–bath separation along a guest–host
sion is inappropriate in this case. Presumably, a better ch
of coordinates in terms of normal modes of the differen
potential, could lead to a more reasonable separation. H
ever, as we pointed out above, as the dynamics evolves
separable coordinates will also evolve. Such considerat
are of no consequence in the present treatment. The d
nant mechanism for the decay of correlations remains
same: The loss of position autocorrelation,CB@R(t)#, af-
fected by the impulsively initiated plastic deformation of t
cage. The shortening of memory in this case is simply
result of the difference potential topology. In the grou
state there now are minima along the collinear approach
a result, Kr atoms are localized along the immediate line
impact, and the collision time is shorter than before.

VI. MANY-BODY RESONANT RAMAN SPECTRA

According to the Kramers–Heisenberg expression
Raman scattering,75 the Raman process with excitation res
nant with theB←X transition, can be regarded as: Optic
excitation fromX(v50) in a thermal lattice to theB state,
time evolution of the system on theB surface, and radiation
of the evolving density back to theX state. The spectrum ca
then be constructed as a three-time correlation functio76

This would be accomplished in the present method by pro
gating a pair of trajectories on both excited and ground s
faces, then, at finite time intervals, allowing the excited st
trajectory to spawn new trajectories on the ground state
continuing propagation on both excited and ground sta
The Fourier transform of the triple correlation, after e
semble averaging, yields the RR spectrum. While the rec
is clear, the execution of this procedure is computationa
intensive. Now, instead of the 400 pairs of trajectories u
for the simulation of the linear spectra, if 100 trajectori
were spawned by the excited state trajectory, 80 000 tra
tories would be required to generate the RR spectrum. W
this is feasible by virtue of the relatively short time sca
required to generate the coherent Raman spectra, here
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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will forego the line shape information contained in the fu
treatment and be satisfied by the integrated intensities u
the lines. To this end, it is sufficient to project the excit
state density on final scattering states, the vibrational eig
states of I2, without considering further time evolution on th
final state.

As before, the mixed order simulations are used, and
RR spectrum for scattering into the I2(v5n) eigenstate is
evaluated as

I ~vn!5vn
3v(

k
e2bEkU E eivt^ck8~R,$r i%;t !ucn9~R!

3ck9~$r i%!&dtU2

5vn
3vU E eivtTr@rn~R8,R9,$r i8,r i9%;t !#dtU2

5vn
3vU E eivtCn~ t !dtU2. ~28!

In effect, it is assumed that in the terminalX state, the I2 and
Kr wave functions are separable. The initial state for tim
propagation is now given as

rn~R8,R9,$r i8,r i9%;0!5c0~R8!cn* ~R9!r0~$r i8,r i9%!.
~29!

We first carry out the simulations for ZP excitation. Therm
initial conditions for Kr coordinates are sampled, andv 5 0
of I2 is used for the distribution along the I–I coordinat
Pairs of trajectories are then propagated and correlated a
the thermal absorption simulations, but now the evolvi
packet along the I2 coordinate is projected on the stationa
vibrational eigenstates of the molecule. A total of 5000 pa
of trajectories are used in these calculations to reproduce
correlation functions for the final scattering channels.

In Fig. 14 we showCn(t), the RR correlation function
for scattering into thenth vibrational state of matrix isolated
I2. As the wave packet evolves on the excited state, it de
ops correlations with theX state vibrations. An importan
aspect to note from these plots is the spread in time o
which correlations with high overtones last. For examp
while the correlation for the fundamental RR peak decays
20 fs, scattering into the tenth overtone starts neart50 and
decays neart550 fs. The 50th, overtone has a correlati
function that starts neart520 fs and decays neart5150 fs,
prior to decay of the bath correlation. The correlation fun
tion for the 80th overtone starts att;40 fs, and terminates a
t;160 fs. The latter limit is determined by the decay of t
bath correlation~see Fig. 13!. The nonlocality in space and
time of scattering into high overtones implies that obser
tion of a given transition does not lead to a sharp determ
tion of either the location of the evolving wave packet or t
timing of the event. Thus, while theRR scattering sample
the full history of the quantum many-body time correlatio
the sampling is coarse grained.

The relative intensities within an overtone progression
the more useful quantity to compare with experiment. Th
are illustrated in Fig. 15, as a function of excitation wav
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10327M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
length. The peak of the absorption spectrum in the simu
tion occurs at 19 500 cm21, at which wavelength a slow
decay in the progression intensities is observed. A sh
break in the progression occurs when the excitation is
from the band center, in preresonant,v,18 000 cm21, and
post-resonant,v.22 000 cm21, spectra. As the excitation
energy is raised above the absorption maximum,
v.21 000 cm21, the intensities in the progression sho
modulation. Such modulations observed in the experime
have been suspected to originate from a partial recurrenc
the excited state wave packet.34 This is not the case. As
already discussed in theB←X absorption, the correlation o
the system decays much before any recursion can occur.
modulation arises from internal diffraction due to momentu
resonances between the evolving packet and the nodal
tern on the excited vibrational eigenstates in theX potential.
This appears at high excitation energies, where the pa
acquires a large momentum immediately upon moving aw
from the potential wall. Observation of internal diffraction
the gas phase is usually limited to bound↔free transitions,
where the evolution on one surface is strictly transient.77,78

While it should also be present in transient preparations
bound–bound transitions, unless gated on an ultrafast
scale, this modulation would be masked by the Franc
Condon pattern of stationary states. Quite striking is also
result that overtones up tov580 are predicted to be observ
able, although it is to be expected that these high lying ov
tone transitions will be broad due to the short coherence t
of the final states. Experiments show overtones up tov; 25.
This discrepancy may suggest that the assumption of z
phonon excitation is a poor one.

The simulations were repeated using the electronic s
dependent I–Kr potentials described in the Appendix. T

FIG. 14. Resonant Raman correlation functions, Re@Cn(t)#, for scattering
into thenth vibrational level of I2 isolated in solid Kr.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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correlation functions obtained are directly compared with
ZP spectra, in Fig. 14. As already discussed, the bath co
lation function now decays sooner, att5120 fs as compared
to 250 fs in the case of ZP excitation~see Fig. 13!. While this
produces the desired effect, only intensities of RR overto
above v530 are reduced. A comparison of the predict
progression intensities by the two different treatments a
recently obtained experimental data is shown in Fig. 16
excitation wavelengths of 488 and 514 nm. The predictio
of the simulations are quite similar for overtonesn,14, and
in good agreement with experiment. Both treatments dev
from the experiment for overtones 15–22, overestimating
intensities in the 514 nm data while underestimating them
the 488 nm data. Such a deviation would be expected if
red shift of theB←X absorption were overestimated. Thu
if the absorption maximum were closer to 488 nm, and the
fore 514 nm were significantly further from the peak, then
softer decay of intensities would result in the former, and

FIG. 15. Intensities of resonant Raman progressions as a function of e
tation wavelength.
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10328 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
steeper decay would result in the latter~see Fig. 15!. Indeed,
the absorption profile of I2 is distorted from what would be
expected based on theB←X transition alone, due to the
contribution from theB9(1Pu)←X absorption. At 488 nm,
the absorptions toB andB9 are comparable, while at 520 nm
the B state absorption is;4.7 times stronger than that o
B9.34 Both states are Raman active, and population w
evolve on both. Given the similarity of the repulsive walls
the B and B9 potentials, the dynamics on the short tim
scales relevant to RR would be expected to be similar. H
ever, due to their shifted spectra, the RR excitation profi
from the different surfaces will be different. A correctio
strictly due to the shift in the electronic absorption ma
mum, would improve the agreement between simulation
experiment. Contrary, to the conclusions, based on appr
mate analyses,47 and in agreement with the recent concl
sions of the simulations by Jungwirth and Gerber,52 neither
predissociation nor recursions need be invoked to match
data within experimental error. However, a quantitative tre
ment should necessarily consider contributions from theB
andB9 surfaces.

Finally, even in the nonzero-phonon excitation tre
ment, the RR progression is predicted to contain intensity
to v550. The experiments show an apparent sudden te
nation nearv525 ~see Fig. 16!. Given the discussion of the
nonlocality of the RR scattering process, it can categoric
be stated that the sudden termination of the progressio
unphysical. We believe that higher overtones sim

FIG. 16. Comparison of the experimental and calculated overtone intens
in the Resonant Raman spectrum of I2 isolated in solid Kr. Circles represen
the experimental results. The dashed line is zero-phonon transitions
solid line is the non-ZP-transition obtained using the potentials in the
pendix.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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broaden, now due to the reduction of coherence times in
final vibrational states, and blend with the incoherent flu
rescence background. We reserve a more quantitative an
sis of experimentvis-à-vis theory to the future, here, we su
fice by introducing the computational method and by not
its qualitative agreement with experiments, without adju
ment of parameters.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined a semiclassical method for direc
connecting spectral observables to molecular dynamics
many-body systems, appropriate for treating spectroscop
condensed media. The method relies on the simultaneous
of the bare, initial value, semiclassical propagators,k(0) and
k(2) ~the Van Vleck propagator!, in constructing correlation
functions that correspond to particular observables. Effici
and practical implementation of the method is possible w
two approximate constructs of linear correlation function
from which others can be pieced together. These are
zero-temperature approximation, Eq.~16!, and the high tem-
perature approximation, Eq.~15!, which are appropriate for
treating modes of low and high occupation numbers, resp
tively. The limits of validity of these constructs were dem
onstrated in one-dimensional treatments to be quite bro
Then the mixed order simulations were successfully app
to the spectroscopy of the prototypical system of matrix i
lated I2. In this application, it was sufficient to propaga
only the I2 internal coordinate usingk

(2), while the 106 host
atoms are propagated usingk(0). Propagation of all degree
of freedom with the Van Vleck propagator would be comp
tationally intensive, since now, the weights calculat
through Eq.~17! would require the evaluation of the Hessia
matrix at each time step. Such a treatment is seldom ne
sary. Usually, based on thermal occupation numbers
should be possible to breakdown a system into two sub
for the mixed-order treatment, to enable simulations of c
densed phase systems, or large molecules, in an intuiti
obvious way and without sacrificing dynamical details. T
shortcoming of the method in its present form is its limit
tion to short time, or to low resolution spectroscopy, sin
the number of required trajectories scale exponentially w
time. This can in principle be remedied by frequent rege
erations of the evolving wave packets, by now propagat
Gaussians as opposed to delta functions. The practicalit
this approach in many-body systems remains to be show

There are many different theoretical approaches
treating spectroscopy, or quantum dynamics, in conden
media: The generalized Bloch equations of Redfield,79 the
generalized two-level systems coupled to a bath or the s
boson formalism,80 the time dependent self-consiste
methods,43,52,81methods based on mixed quantum/classi
simulations,82 Green’s function methods in stat
representation,83 and time propagation of centroids84 are
among the examples. By nature of the problem these are
approximate methods, invariably based on treating the qu
tum mechanics of a small subsystem accurately, and in
ducing the rest of the system in an average way: Through
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he
-
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10329M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
influence functional, or coupling to a bath with its charact
istic spectral density.6 Such reductions are highly usefu
however, in treating real systems it is difficult to assess
validity of the approximations made in the abstractions. T
reductions also define the language for describing the
servables. For example, the all familiar terminology
dephasing and dissipation in describing spectral line sha
in condensed media, are derived from the Bloch equation
which the subsystem is coupled to a bath through phen
enological decays of the off-diagonal coherence, and the
agonal population. Adherence to such language gener
unnecessary confusion as illustrated by the discussions a
relative magnitudes ofT1 andT2 even in systems subject t
microscopically reversible dynamics.85 The presented formu
lation enables treating the system as a whole, and dire
ties the observables to the fundamental molecular prope
of interatomic forces. In a strict sense, the supersystem
ther dephases nor dissipates, rather, after an initial prep
tion of a coherence, phases and energies redistribute.
systems prepared far from equilibrium, the early stages of
redistribution proceed via highly specific motion throu
phase space, and only in the later stages does the pictu
randomization—of phases, energies, or correlation
becomes meaningful. Spectra measure the initial stage
the evolution of the coherence, through quantum correlati
which represent the joint position-momentum overlap
tween the initial and the time evolving state. For an init
preparation far from equilibrium, only the ballistic stage
motion in phase space is measured. This stage of ‘‘so
tion’’ will usually be governed by highly nonlinear dynam
ics, a language absent in most treatments, but one
emerges naturally in the present semiclassical approach

Several important lessons are learned from the anal
of the spectra of matrix isolated I2. The broad structureles
absorption band in theB←X transition commonly invokes
the notion of ultrafast electronic dephasing. This is not
case. The spectrum could have been reproduced thro
nearly classical molecular dynamics, i.e., with the neglec
phases but by proper inclusion of initial distributions a
ensemble averages. The information content in this spect
is quite limited, the absence of structure simply implies t
the many-body correlation function decays prior to any
cursion along the I–I coordinate, sometime between 20
350 fs. In frequency domain spectroscopy, this is the con
tion for validity of the classical Franck principle. In tim
domain spectroscopy, the same limit can be reached by u
pulses shorter than any dynamical recurrences in the sys
which is the key to successful simulations of ultrafast pum
probe observables through classical simulations.22 The rapid
decay of the quantum correlation in this transition is t
result of loss in position overlap of the cage atoms driven
the stretching I2 bond. This is a kinematic effect. Subject
the same forces, if a light impurity were considered,
would expect significantly more structure in the bound p
of the excited state potential. This indeed is the case,
example, for theB←X transition of matrix isolated Cl2,
where a structured vibronic progression with well resolv
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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phonon sidebands are observed near the Franck–Co
origin.86

TheA→X emission provides an interesting contrast w
theB←X absorption, now the transition is to a strictly boun
final state, the molecule oscillates with very slow ener
flow to the lattice, and the molecular position density sho
many recursions. The supersystem correlation however
cays after the second recursion, a result of there being m
participants in the ungoing dynamics. This is a case wh
dissipative quantum dynamics may be a good picture, an
fact the treatment of Messina and Coalson through the t
dependent Hartree method provides a corroboration for
analysis.43 Yet, the bath correlation is not a simple decay,
consists of a flat induction period, in origin equivalent
inertial solvation,56–59 followed by a decline representativ
of ballistic motion in phase space, followed by a tail that c
be fitted to an exponential. The latter stage is associated
the engagement of many particles in the ongoing dynam
close to a picture of randomization in phase space. Due
the low frequency of the I2 oscillator, only the decaying por
tion of the function is sampled byC(t) and hence little error
is made in analyzing the spectral line shapes by Lorentz
or voigt profiles. There simply is not enough information
the experimental absorption and emission spectra to c
struct the correct bath correlations.

The situation is quite different in RR spectra, whic
sample the full evolution ofC(t), and the reproduction o
RR progressions may be regarded as the true test of the t
ment. Calculation ofCn(t), the correlation function for scat
tering into thenth overtone, shows that inversion of spect
to obtain information about correlation functions, and the
fore underlying dynamics, should be practiced with caut
since due to the spread in space and time ofCn(t) extensive
convolution occurs. Based on approximate analyses, the
spectra of I2 in condensed media have been interpreted
contain signatures of ultrafast nonadiabatic dynamics.47 Our
analysis, in accord with those of Jungwirth and Gerbe52

shows that based on intensities in the RR progressions, t
is no need to invoke nonadiabaticity. The same has also b
shown in time domain measurements in solids,19 with impor-
tant differences between solid and liquid phase dynamic87

The main difference between liquid and solid state RR sp
tra is the ratio of the sharp-to-diffuse intensities, and
spectral composition of the diffuse background.46 A quanti-
tative analysis of these details is left for the future.46~b!
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APPENDIX

The I–Kr pair potentials have been characterized by m
lecular beam scattering measurements.66,72The interaction is
anisotropic due to the open shell structure of atomic iodi
o. 23, 15 December 1996
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10330 M. Ovchinnikov and V. A. Apkarian: Spectra of I2 isolated in solid Kr
Based on the orientation of thep hole relative to the inter-
nuclear axis, the interaction will belong toS or P represen-
tations underC`v . Since Kr is a closed shell atom, the I–K
interaction is dominated by dispersion at long distance
electron–electron repulsion at short distance. Accordingl
deeper potential arises in theS approach, where the electro
density is minimal along the internuclear axis. While t
experiments measure spin–orbit coupled surfaces, i
strictly l51 basis set (px ,py ,pz), theS andP contributions
can be uniquely decomposed.73 A rather simple construct o
I2–Kr potentials is possible in this basis set. The grou
X(1Sg

1) state of I2 arises from the overlap ofpz orbitals.
Thus, with thep holes locked alongz on both I atoms, the
I2–Kr interaction can be expressed as

V~ I2~X!2Kr!5cos2~u1!VS~r 1!1cos2~u2!VS~r 2!

1sin2~u1!VP~r 1!1sin2~u2!VP~r 2!,

~A1!

where the subscripts refer to the two iodine atoms, and
angles are measured from the principle axis of the molec

In the excitedB(3P0u
1 ) state, and for I2–Kr contained in

the x,z plane, the molecular orbitals are a spatial superp
tion

FIG. 17. Potential contours of I2–Kr interaction, withz defined as the mo-
lecular axis.~a! Isotropic Lennard-Jones I–Kr pair potentials used for t
simulations of the excited state I2(B) –Kr interactions;~b! anisotropic I–Kr
potentials used in the simulation of the ground state I2(X) –Kr interactions
~see the text!. The spacing between contour lines of 50 cm21. The well
depths on the ground surface are 310 and 266 cm21 for linear andT geom-
etries, respectively. The well depth on the excited state is 321 cm21.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 105, N
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~P!5

1

A2
~p1,z1p2,x!1

1

A2
~p1,x1p2,z!. ~A2!

Accordingly, the interaction potential is now isotropic

V~ I2~B!2Kr!5 1
2 @VS~r 1!1VP~r 1!#

1 1
2 @VS~r 2!1VP~r 2!#. ~A3!

The latter consideration is the justification for our prior u
of pairwise additive Lennard-Jones potentials in simulat
the excitedP states of I2 in rare gas solids.

18,19Since we are
interested in the qualitative effect of nonzero-phonon exc
tions, we leave the excited state potential as before, nam
using Xe–Kr pair parameters. However, in treating t
ground state we use Eq.~A1! with Morse fits to the experi-
mental VS and VP potentials~see Table I for parameters!.

Contour plots of the ground and excited state potent
used in the present treatment are shown in Fig. 17. Note
difference in topologies. In the ground state the poten
energy surface has comparable minima in both linear anT
geometries~well depths of 290 and 266 cm21, respectively!.
In the excited state the minimum occurs only in theT geom-
etry ~well depth of 321 cm21).
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